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Protect the agriculture and farming environment in the Hunter Valley



Comments
Name Location Date Comment

Michelle Leoussis Australia 2015-08-30 It should be left how is

Shareesa Knowles Branxton, Australia 2015-08-30 Hunter Valley is a beautiful area and it would be a shame to see it be destroyed
plus cousin my nieces live there and suffer from asthma. Health and safety are
very important in life quality and at the end of the day that's all we want for our
families.

Andrew Alger Sydney, Australia 2015-08-30 Mining is not our future

Judith Bond Glen Alpine NSW,
Australia

2015-08-30 I strongly support to PROTECT the agriculture and farming environment of the
Hunter Valley.

Greg Dixon Australia 2015-08-30 We have land in the Hunter but quite apart from that, we need to stop digging
and start growing. Simple. That's the future. I hope more people sign this.

Michelle Wright Australia 2015-08-30 We need to protect our land too many mines short term gain for our agricultural
tourist and horse industry to suffer

Rada krvavac Australia 2015-08-30 We need to preserve our precious agricultural land.

Shirley Watson Australia 2015-08-31 Agricultural land and agricultural industries are sustainable into the future and
can provide food and job security for generations to come. Our water resources
are critical to our survival and potential risks and damage being caused to them
is unacceptable. We must look to a long term sustainable future ,rather than
short term gain resulting in irreversible damage to the Hunter Valley by
inappropriate mining for fossil fuels.

Tracy McCahon Caloundra, Australia 2015-08-31 I'm appalled at the destruction this mining has on people's lives and
government does not care. My perception that their is a lot of corruption taking
place in the NLP throughout the states and Nationally

Peter Chan Australia 2015-08-31 We need to protect our agricultural resources.

Jon J Bradley Australia 2015-08-31 This country has been raped for long enough.

Katherine Wilcox Australia 2015-08-31 I used to live in the Hunter and work as a horse vet on some of the most
beautiful studs in the world, the valley has changed so much in the last 6 years,
it saddens me deeply that such a beautiful and historical part  of Australia has
been destroyed by open cut mines. I moved to victoria earlier this year as I
think the the future of the thoroughbred breeding industry will be in victoria
rather than the hunter. The finest equine athletes simply won't thrive in a coal
dust cloud and rich landowners looking to build new horse studs do not want to
be next to a great scar in the landscape and the government has done nothing
but bow to pressure from the mining companies, giving us no confidence in the
protection of our industry.

Dustin Khan Neutral bay, Australia 2015-08-31 I grew up in Hunter Valley (Scone) for most of my  childhood, over the time I
have seen the area go from green to grey. The land is never the same again
after a coal mine has taken its resource. You are killing our environment and
desolating an a region just to put money (for the majority) in foreign company's
pockets. Once they have mined the area it will be left useless, the big mines
move on and leave residents with nothing left, a dust bowl.

Phil WILSON Australia 2015-08-31 Open-cut coal mines are taking over the Hunter Valley, forcing out farmers and
destroying prime agricultural land

Kirstin Schuller Bleiswijk, Netherlands 2015-08-31 You can not let a multinational mining company with headquarters in LONDON
ruin your beautiful country and the livelyhood of so many people!!! Preserve
Australia for the Australians!!!



Name Location Date Comment

Sarah Wilcox South Harting, United
Kingdom

2015-08-31 I think is utterly wrong that this beautiful , productive region of Australia which
has such important industries reliant on good land and clean air should be so
short sighted and lose it all........FOREVER . Wake up people !! Dig for coal
somewhere else where the impact is far less to the environment and its people.

Jill Sillar Australia 2015-08-31 HV must be more than one bit open pit, stop this NOW

Michael Matthews Australia 2015-08-31 I wish to save our vital agricultural land

Glenn Turton Cardiff Heights, Australia 2015-08-31 This used to be our Valley. We could be proud and say how pretty it was. Now
we are supposed to say how much coal it produces. But even that will be
hollow soon. Get real you idiots in power.

Teresa Tree Australia 2015-08-31 I cannot believe the government would damage fine agricultural land, the local
residents health  for what a MAYBE a few dollars - is our government (and lets
face it the opposition) are so short sighted that they will risk all FOR EVER!
There will be no going back.

Jennifer Sievers Australia 2015-08-31 There is only a limited amount of prime land suitable for agriculture and this
should not be destroyed. Once the mines are worked out, they may fill in the
massive craters left behind but the land will never be the same once the layers
of topsoil have been destroyed. It could take decades to recover and in the
meantime, do we have to import food from countries with dubious agricultural
practices to feed our population? What chemicals will be leaked into our
groundwater? Where are the farmers and other workers in the area meant to
go and how do they make a living?  What about the local communities who will
also suffer? Who is benefiting from the sale and use of the coal? What about
the further pollution caused by burning it? I thought we were supposed to be
reducing use of fossil fuels, so why open more ares to mining. This world has
enough sunlight and wind and waves to create clean energy sources.

Diana McKenzie Australia 2015-08-31 Our land needs to be protected for our future generations

Guy Lawrence Australia 2015-08-31 I believe our agriculture industry should be protected

Andrew Gibbons Australia 2015-08-31 Coal is a dying resource we need to stop using it and get into alternative
sources including nuclear that are more efficient and less harmful to our planet.
The fact we are destroying good farming land for coal mines is illogical.

Jennifer Schott Australia 2015-08-31 The greed of the coal mines.

Rob Laidlaw Australia 2015-08-31 There is only a limited amount of prime land suitable for agriculture and this
should not be destroyed.

Rebecca Montgomery Werribee, Australia 2015-08-31 I'm signing because it's a disgrace what you want to do to this land!

Sandra Love Jerrabomberra, Australia 2015-09-01 Our farm lands and farmers need to be protected .

Anne Walsh Brisbane, Australia 2015-09-01 We need to protect The Hunter , agriculture and The Horse  Studs

Craig Mcinerneycraig Australia 2015-09-01 It's madness

Elizabeth  Shadlow Blacktwon, Australia 2015-09-01 It is time to stop the rampant destruction of our farming land.

Annette Holt Australia 2015-09-01 Please save our beautiful land!

Kristian wynn Australia 2015-09-01 We don't need more coal mines in Australia. We should shift our focus to
renewable energy solutions.

Gareth Parker Australia 2015-09-01 I grew up travelling to the Hunter Valley and don't want it to be ripped up.

marion cameron Australia 2015-09-01 Australia belongs to Australia stop selling it off to other country's and most of all
we must protect our environment for our future children and well being of our
earth

metha storer Adelaide, Australia 2015-09-01 because we need food before coal ,and when it is all dug up there is no turning
back
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lynn Nortje Australia 2015-09-01 i own property in the Hunter!

Peter Munns Australia 2015-09-01 I'm signing because I grew up in the Hunter Valley. Agriculture is sustainable
and life giving and most pertinently, has a long term future. Coal will destroy
health and the environment, and it's long lasting effects will be felt for decades
after the mines close. As they will, since the economics make less sense every
day.

Ian Scarr Killabakh, Australia 2015-09-01 I think coal mining has had its day. We need to be working on alternatives.

Karin Hensen Killabakh, Australia 2015-09-01 I am signing for the future of my children. Politicians are corrupt and look after
the interests of MN's above the health of people and the environment. They are
shortsighted and are guilty of the criminal destruction of prime agricultural land
like the Hunter Valley.

Jesse  Graham Sydney, Australia 2015-09-01 I am free to have my say .. I am not a farmer but my son works in the dairy
industry. We need to stand up for these farmers who give up their entire life to
produce quality food sources dairy and lots more. We must not allow the greed
of these people take that away from our honest hardworking Australian men
and women.

Liliana Lees Healesville, Australia 2015-09-01 I care about people

Alan Winsborrow Picnic Point, Australia 2015-09-01 I care about not losing valuable and extremely fertile agricultural land. Feeding
the population must be a higher priority than mining!

Steve Whelan Australia 2015-09-01 We need to look after what we have.

Angela Haynes Australia 2015-09-01 I don't want theine to damage the Hunter Thoroughbred Breeding Industry

Kellie Coyne Australia 2015-09-01 Open-cut coal mines are taking over the Hunter Valley, forcing out farmers and
destroying prime agricultural land. The increasing rate of asthma and
breathing-related illnesses is directly related to the air quality. Poor decisions,
based on mining revenue is destroying the future for our children. When the
coal is gone, all we will be left with is a dirty big hole in the ground that is good
for nothing.

Dave Gunne Australia 2015-09-01 I came from the Hunter and now you've stuffed it!

Robin nicholls Australia 2015-09-01 I'm signing because coal results in a short term financial gain, primary industry
has supported this country for centuries and will continue to do so for many
more, but only if the land hasn't been spoilt. 
I'm signing in support of the farmers who have a small voice and everything to
lose.

margaret moraitis Australia 2015-09-01 I think the mining people are neither caring nor listening to the land owners re
how this will impact on their livelihoods'!

linda Ryan Australia 2015-09-01 australia needs a better environment, more than the coal.  as an asthma
sufferer and my husband also has a lung condition. i cannot approve of
anything that will make the situation worse for those with lung conditions.

Fay Hicks Beenleigh, Australia 2015-09-01 You can't eat coal and to destroy an agricultural area for something that will be
useless in years to come it wrong. Food should have a priority as should water
this mine will destroy both.

Sharon Chandler Australia 2015-09-01 We need to keep our farming land to feed our future generations!

wendy jagger binna burra, Australia 2015-09-01 We need food there are alternatives
to creating power but we need food,

Jamie Andrei Australia 2015-09-01 We need to protect our farm & agricultural land (food security) & look for
prosperous alternatives to digging dirt & handing university Graduates shovels.

Ronald Oddy Australia 2015-09-01 We don't need any more coal mines and certainly not in productive agricultural
regions!!!
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Mike Young Australia 2015-09-01 I have visited many parts of the Hunter Valley including Bulga, Singleton,
Muswellbrook and Scone and I see the mess being created by mining in this
prime agricultural region. The world needs food more than coal now.

Deidre Miranda Australia 2015-09-01 It has to be stopped

david and jane mcbride batemans bay, Australia 2015-09-01 I was a farmer in the hunter and that beautiful alluvial soil should be kept for
survival ....

Susan Pritchard Australia 2015-09-01 I am sick and tired of all the dust and crap at Denman and  destroying beautiful
prime land.

June Bullivant OAM Sydney, Australia 2015-09-01 We do not want this industry in the Hunter Valley

Marc Bennie Australia 2015-09-01 I care about Aussie farmers

Samantha kellner Australia 2015-09-01 I'm totally against open cut coal mines destroying our land and our agricultural
lands . Once it is cut it is destroyed forever !!

maria gevers Australia 2015-09-01 I want my children to have Australia and not get pushed off there own land

Bryan Langler Australia 2015-09-01 We need to protect our food chain and more importantly Coal is very old
technology for energy - almost as

James Manning Australia 2015-09-01 Enough is enough! I was born and bred in the Hunter Valley. My Dad was a
coal miner, my brothers are coal miners and I work in the rural industry. If we
keep building new mines there will be no water, no land and no food for the
future! Enough is enough!!!

pauline lucas Port Macquarie, Australia 2015-09-01 We r losing so much of our environment, and our natural tree life to sustain our
living animals who rely on this.

Robyn Beaudry Newcastle, Australia 2015-09-01 What will we do if we can't grow food anymore?

David simmons Australia 2015-09-01 please stop multi nationals stripping Australian farmland for the benefit or their
shareholders and their profits. Hands off Australia.

Karen Muirhead Australia 2015-09-01 We need prime land for agriculture, mining is a dying industry and the
reclamation process after the mine is finished does not work-all topsoil is gone.

Alyce Jackson Australia 2015-09-01 Wed have fight this fight so many times. Open cut coal destroys other
industries, creates health hazards and doesn't create jobs

jeanette Young Woombye, Australia 2015-09-01 This part of NSW Is one through which we travel often, and treasure the
remaining farm and rural production.

Renee Ker Australia 2015-09-01 our farm land is a very precious resource. Farmland and water needs to be
protected

Ian Carr-Boyd Katoomba, Australia 2015-09-02 It's like China FTA...about money, not society or environment.

Marea Foster Australia 2015-09-02 It is wrong to continue this type of mining when energy alternatives are now
possible, and need to be better developed.

Regina Johansen Australia 2015-09-02 I'm a horse lover and working in the Racing industry as a track rider for John
Thompson at Randwick and for us Hunter valley  is so important with all the
beautiful stud's and many of our hard working race horses deserve their
holidays at Hunter valley. I'm also a person who loves the country and think it's
so sad how much damage we cause. I'm a adventure person and I've been
living in Australia for 5 years now and I love it. Blue mountains and Hunter
Valley is two of the most beautiful places in Australia and NSW and they should
really look after it and be proud of it.  I'm also a fitness and health freak and
eating organic food that are coming from a clean place without chemicals is
very important for me.

ALAN DEITCH Australia 2015-09-02 Environmental & agricultural concerns.
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Graeme Kath Australia 2015-09-02 Don't destroy good farming land - we can sell food forever, not the same with
coal!

Stephanie O'Halloran Australia 2015-09-02 I care

Beatriz Arellano Amaro Newcastle, Australia 2015-09-02 Please sign! Too precious to mine.

Michael Marshall Australia 2015-09-02 I believe in our farming future .Time for Australia to make stand for our lands.

Andrew Cross Australia 2015-09-02 I agree with Pat protect our precious productive lands

trudy Alm Australia 2015-09-02 it takes away more than it gives- its time to stop

Carolyn Lean Australia 2015-09-02 renewable energy should be utilized to save our valuable land for farming in the
future. Lets for once look to the future and stop the raping of our beautiful
country for short term gain.

Rebecca  Lehman Seattle, WA 2015-09-02 Dear Rob, I really liked your presentation about progress being uncoupled from
development at the USSC future cities dinner. This is a prime example of
uncoupling progress ... please halt open cut coal mines.

Gerard Santamaria Australia 2015-09-02 i am sick of large companies getting what they want at the expense of our
beautiful that at the moment is being used in a sustainable way. Mining will
devastate it forever

Cam Grant Brighton, Australia 2015-09-02 It's wrong

Helene Richards Williamstown, Australia 2015-09-02 Coal mines destroy pristine farmland so that it is useless for farming after the
mines close, and leave behind polluted water underground. Protecting our food
producing land should be a top priority.

Elly Hes Spotswood, Australia 2015-09-02 I'm signing because I care about our environment and the world our
grandchildren will live in. I lived in the Hunter for 19 years. a beautiful fertile
area with precious water. NO MORE NEW COAL MINES !

robin sultanie Australia 2015-09-02 We need to save our farming land

Kerrie Otto de Grancy Sydney, Australia 2015-09-02 The open cut coal mining in the Hunter is an act of madness. Save our land,
our agriculture, our communities. STOP the madness.

Kate Ham Australia 2015-09-02 I'm signing because history shows how much damage mining does to the
environment and water even without "meaning" to. Only this week I saw that a
mine in Werris Creek hit an aquifer and destroyed it only pump its water out
into the air to evaporate while farmers bores ran dry! Mines cause too much
unforeseable damage. You cannot eat or drink coal!!!!!!! About time we started
focusing on the industry that actually keep people alive!

Warick clydsdale Australia 2015-09-02 its about time we became Australian & look after our mates like real Australians
do.

Mark Roberts Australia 2015-09-03 The Hunter has a rich agricultural heritage which will disappear with the short
term gains of the mining royalties.  Newcastle has the leading asthma research
centre in Australia no doubt as a result of the coal mining. For the community it
boils down to jobs but we know that the jobs will not last and what then?

Barry Tait Australia 2015-09-03 For a better life for my grandchildren and generations to come

lily kuiper hervey bay, Australia 2015-09-03 we need to preserve our farmland at all cost. Coal is not the energy source of
the future and we can't eat it

Carol Myhill Australia 2015-09-03 I believe the government should not allow the permanent destruction of this
precious agricultural land and to protect it for future generations of Australians.

Heather Elliott Australia 2015-09-04 A day will come when we won't need coal for energy. But the day will never
come when we don't need food. Leave the farming and agricultural land alone
so we can have food security.
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Steven Gosch Coffs Harbour, Australia 2015-09-07 Be warned. The time will come when the Lord God All-Powerful will destroy
those who destroy the earth. (From Revelation Chapter 11, Verse 18, Good
News Bible.) Such people, therefore, must change their ways while there is still
time.

Brenden Lower Australia 2015-09-07 im signing because what they have planned is a terrible idea and long term
plan!

Ina Toverud Australia 2015-09-08 To make a different

Stephen Dalton Australia 2015-09-08 i don't want coal mines ruining the beautiful horse country

Roberta Walsh NSW, Australia 2015-09-08 No mines in this luscious area!!!!!!

john lowe Australia 2015-09-08 I am sick of mining companies wanting to mine our fertile rural land to line the
pockets of their overseas bosses.australia is an agricultural country,we want it
to stay that way,mining companies have caused enough irreparable
damage,stop them now kick the out.

louise derbyshire Australia 2015-09-08 I can't believe how ill informed the people in power are and how cruel they can
be to their fellow Australian farmers

Melanie King Australia 2015-09-08 I strongly agree that the mining SHOULD NOT go ahead. The damage will be
devastating for decades. Please Government Members, please listen to
Australian concerns, especially all locals affected, rather than enabling foreign
companies....

Susan Allard Australia 2015-09-08 Allowing any mining on prime agricultural land is madness.  These lands are
our economic future and will provide income forever is carefully managed.

Ken King Australia 2015-09-08 It is an absolute disgrace for existing
And future generations and does not make commercial sense to throw away
prime agriculture land

Beatrice Knuckey Australia 2015-09-08 Because as a patriotic & responsible Australian it's my duty to stand up for our
farmers. It beggars belief how short-sighted our politicians have been. Our
farmland needs to be preserved for future generations. Vandalism on steroids
has to be stopped.

Anne Formosa Colyton  NSW, Australia 2015-09-08 The Hunter Valley is being destroyed by Open-cut coal mines.

Christina Koinis Australia 2015-09-08 The hunter is far more important that a coal mine for another billion dollar
company!!!!

Kylie Woodham Australia 2015-09-09 I'm saddened at the prospect of the Hunter Valley being lost to mining

Jane Ferguson Australia 2015-09-09 We cannot destroy our prime agricultural lands

Adrienne Hunt Australia 2015-09-09 I have close friends living just out of Denman who breed Lincoln Red Beef
cattle.  I have been visiting the Hunter for over 40 years and have sadly
watched the open cut mines slowly eat away the beautiful countryside.  My
friend's wire fences are actually disintegrating due to pollution to the point
where they can no longer replace fences, relying instead on electric fences.
These fences keep having power shortages and my friends are continually
having to rescue cattle off the roads.  We need this food producing area so
close to Sydney.  It will be VERY short sighted of the government to allow more
mines to open and it makes me very sad to think my daughter and generations
after won't be able to enjoy the serene surroundings of this wonderful escape
from the city.  I feel like I'm 'coming home' whenever I drive to the Hunter
Valley.  Please don't keep destroying this wonderful, historical region.  There
must be other ways to generate power other than coal.  We've just got to invest
in these alternatives and move away from coal. Don't allow AngloAmerican, or
any other mining company, to wreck more of our inheritance.  There are far
more important things in life than profits. NO MORE MINES IN THE HUNTER!
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ChrIsty Summerhill Australia 2015-09-09 I want Hunter Valley to stay pristine

Sharon  Hulme Kurnell NSW, Australia 2015-09-09 We need to save our country from the greedy who want to simply rape and
pillage our Australian farmlands

phillip davis Granville, Australia 2015-09-09 Multi national mining companies worth billions of dollars have no place in
Australia. They are not needed or welcome.

Nerissa Copp Australia 2015-09-09 Support the racing industry

Olivia Florance Sydney, Australia 2015-09-11 We need to protect our beautiful environment otherwise we won't have a future!

Nicholas Dower Singapore, Australia 2015-09-11 No mines

claire leyten Australia 2015-09-11 the hunter valley is such a beautiful area of the world. don't spoil it. we do not
need any more coal mines, alternative energy research such be preferred in
the hunter.

Lucy Andrews Newcastle, Australia 2015-09-11 We have exisiting technologies for renewable energy supplies we don't need
coal

Yassmin Sawaqed Australia 2015-09-11 What will our generation face in time to come. Those lives matter. We deserve
to prosper.

Rosealee Storey Australia 2015-09-11 I feel strongly about this cause

Alice Andrews Australia 2015-09-11 we already have substitutes to coal why do we continue to destroy our future

kerry duckworth Australia 2015-09-11 i do not want greed and more mines ruin our beautiful hunter valley.why is
money so important? please consider the future

Steve Prott Australia 2015-09-11 It angers me that those responsible for making the decisions supposedly for the
benefit of the people, are so narrow minded and short sighted all because of
the dollars to be made!! Listen to the people!! We don't lives ruined and our
land destroyed for ever!  Wake up!!

Margherita Prato Australia 2015-09-11 Prime agricultural land destroyed.
Such a beautiful place that future Australians will lose

jeffrey marshall Australia 2015-09-11 How stupid is some people in Australia. There are 3 UN recognised perfect
horse breeding areas on this planet, Newmarket UK, Kentucky USA both
protected by law and the Hunter Valley Aus not protected by law .So a dirty
coal mine with a limited life is threatening a 2 billion industry that has an
indefinite life and all the jobs associated with it, far more than 500 jobs at the
mine. This mine has been knocked back 3 times yet the mining company is
getting a 4th chance who else in society get that many chances. I'm nearly 60
have loved racing all my life but without our breeding grounds racing will be
severely effected in years to come, might as well sell off royal Randwick if this
horrid mine somehow goes ahead. Go somewhere else and shame on nsw
govt for possibly allowing the destruction of an entire industry just for 1 short
term coal mine. I also fear for the wonderful winerys as well.

Robyn Paterson Australia 2015-09-11 coal is a finite resource; once the mines are gone the land is useless

Alberto Zavasky Australia 2015-09-11 Come on Mike & Rob, 
Coal & coal mines are a thing of the past. If you truly are putting this states'
(NSW) best foot forward for now and the future, our KIDS future, then you
would not be scarring this pristine counrtyside & fertile land on dying & out-
dated industry & resource(s) stealing. 
NSW is smarter than that...
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Julie Brand Australia 2015-09-11 For too long Australia has given over vital farming land to development and
worst of all to the coal and gas industry. We should be moving away from coal
and towards renewable and non toxic energy. Wake up Tony Abbott, protect
our country and earth's future.

Ryan Newman Australia 2015-09-11 Farming should come before profit

Camilla Beer Australia 2015-09-11 I want my future children to be able to enjoys beauty the valley has to offer. I'm
also sick of big mining companies getting their way and farming and equine
businesses being forced to leave or suffer.

Frank Qureshi Australia 2015-09-11 Because e need to protect our water and food

Wendy Penman Butterwick, Australia 2015-09-11 I love the Hunter Valley and the potential it has to feed the world into the future.

Michele Bell Australia 2015-09-11 Because we agricultural land, we need to be able to grow our own food

Robyn Carlin Melbourne, Australia 2015-09-11 I dont want to see such terrible destruction of our beautiful hunter valley

Nathan kirkland Australia 2015-09-12 im signing because I work in the thoroughbred industry and it is ruining the
industry and waterways and hurting the environment in many different ways

David Knox Australia 2015-09-12 Agriculture feeds the people, not coal.

Anna Watson Australia 2015-09-12 Land is more valuable to our horses and farmers!!

Stirling Smith Australia 2015-09-12 Not everything is about mining. Agriculture is of ongoing and increasing import
to Australia's health, wealth and to it's economy. Stop destroying this valuable
farm land.

Lucy Redlich Australia 2015-09-12 We need to Acton climate change and this is the best place to start. Coal is not
a viable commodity anymore because of what it does to the environment.
Please look after the people on the land, the ones whose vote will mean a lot.

Chris Wood Newcastle, Australia 2015-09-12 The snake oil premier cares little for the people of NSW he's in the pockets of
foreign multinationals, who are rape, pillage and plundering the resources of
our state. The pollies running the govt. are fossil fools for fossil fuels!

Kellie Tym Australia 2015-09-12 No fresh air....every breath is sulphur and diesel. ...our help has severely been
compromised! !!!!


